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Read this
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into buying or renting

10

MINUTE

Overview
First…

a coffee machine!

If you are looking to buy or rent a coffee machine… fortunately you have
accessed this short publication because we are going to give you five
great tips on what to look for before you do. We have been in this
industry for 17 years now and have seen how companies and brands are
punted – many times to the disadvantage of someone like yourself.
So, let’s begin!

Consideration 1. Why do you want a coffee machine?
This may sound like a very basic question… but we do ask our prospective
clients the question because it is fundamental to selecting the right
machine (see the next consideration which will expand on this one).
There are a multitude of reasons to acquire a coffee machine - here are the
main ones:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

I need to offer higher quality coffee to my staff and guests
I need to offer more drink choices to my staff and guests
I need to have a ready-to-go coffee offering 24/7/365
I need to remove messy coffee bottles, milk, sugar etc. from counters
I need to control consumption
I need to reduce costs of supplying coffee to staff and guests
I need to reduce theft of ingredients from the office

What is your reason? This will fundamentally determine the type of coffee
machine you really need.
If you want coffee on demand at any time of the day, you’ll need a machine that
produces coffee within 30 seconds of pressing the button… if you want higher
quality coffee, you’ll need an espresso coffee machine… if you want increased drink
choices you may need a coffee vending machine that has cannisters for coffee, hot
chocolate, hazelnut latte powder etc… but read on to the next consideration where
we’ll look at these in more detail.

Consideration 2. Finding a coffee machine
that meets your needs...
what types are there?

Coffee machines come in various types – you’ll hear words like espresso machines,
fully automatic coffee machines, one-touch cappuccino machines, coffee vending
machines, capsule machine, pour over machines… and more!
What do you need?
Let’s leave budget aside for now… but this really depends on what kind of coffee
you like to drink and the choices of drinks you want. Let’s look at each in turn and
look at the pros and cons of each. The graphic on the next page will set us up to see
the “big picture”.

Traditional Coffee Machines
You’ve seen these at your local coffee shop... and hopefully it is being operated by a
trained barista! For that reason, it isn’t an easy nor a cheap machine to own or
operate and typically these are used only in the hotel, restaurant and catering
sectors.

Pros:
You get to play barista!
Highly customizable way to make coffee
Cons:
You need to be trained to make great coffee
More labour intensive approach to making
coffee

Filter Coffee Machines
A very common machine in homes and offices. Here ground bean coffee is placed
in a paper filter cup and hot water trickles through the grounds releasing the black
gold into a container. The machines range from small home machines to larger
and more professional units for.

Pros:
Simple process to make coffee
Lowest cost coffee on a per cup basis
Can brew 10 cups of coffee at a time
Cons:
May brew more than needed which leads
to waste
If not consumed immediately, coffee quality
declines by the minute

Coffee Capsule Machines
Ah, the George Clooney magic – yes, the most famous capsule machine brand is
Nespresso! Here you use single use capsules with a set amount of coffee for the
perfect cup.

Pros:
Simple process to make coffee
No mess, just a capsule to discard
Choice of coffee types
Machine is inexpensive
Cons:
Capsule cost is more expensive than
beans by far
Environmental damage caused by
plastic/aluminum capsules

Instant Coffee Vending Machines
Usually found in commercial situations (although we do have a few clients with
these machines in their homes) you can usually put instant coffee, milk powder
and sugar in cannisters inside the coffee machine and a simple press of a button
gets you a cup of black or white coffee.
Most machines have extra cannisters for hot chocolate and other powders such as
Caramel Fudge or Hazelnut latte etc. The typical machine makes about 100 cups a
fill and the machines can either run of a 20l water bottle or be plumbed into mains
water so constant water filling is not needed.

Pros:
Good for higher volume areas
All ingredients locked away in the machine
and cleaner table counters
Fast beverage dispensing
Cons:
The instant coffee taste if you prefer
bean-based coffee drinks
These machines use a powdered milk so
taste can be different to real milk

Liquid Coffee Machines
These coffee machines work with a concentrated liquid coffee that gets diluted
with hot water when you want to make coffee. The process is simple and very fast,
so these machines are ideal for high volume areas that receive large numbers of
people at once e.g. a conference venue where delegates congregate all at once
during a tea break. The concentrate is the key – if made well, you get decent coffee,
but not all liquid coffee brands offer great taste.

Pros:
Good for higher volume areas
Fast beverage dispensing
Coffee at the push of a button
Cons:
Taste may differ from other coffee types and
may take getting used to
Limited ability to adjust taste while
dispensing
Very few suppliers, with resultant lack of
competition and pricing is at
supplier discretion

Bean Coffee Machines

(often referred to as Bean-to-Cup Coffee Machines)

These coffee machines come in two forms: automatic espresso coffee machines
and coffee vending machines.
Automatic espresso coffee machines are compact machines that automatically
grind the beans and prepare high quality coffee. They also usually have milk
frothing capability, and this is increasingly becoming a “one touch” process – which
means that one press of a button and you have both the coffee and the milk in your
cup.
Some have double bean hoppers for different types of coffee, and some have
additional cannisters for hot chocolate or flavoured powders (e.g. hazelnut latte).

Pros:
High quality espresso-based coffee drinks
Automated process
Integrated milk foaming system to make
milk containing coffee drinks with one
button touch
Cons:
Being fully automatic – their pricing is higher
Most offer only one bean container and this
is filled with one type of coffee bean – so
coffee is made from the bean in the hopper
(unlike capsule machines where you can
select a different coffee capsule type for
each drink)

Coffee vending machines are usually larger machines used mainly in commercial
situations and offer multiple drink choices using multiple cannisters for
consumables such as hot chocolate, sugar, instant coffee or other powders (e.g.
soup, caramel latte etc.).
They come in two types:
Coffee vending machines that use fresh milk are similar to the automatic
espresso machines that use fresh milk, but these offer the additional advantage of
cannisters that offer hot chocolate, sugar etc.

Pros:
Good for higher volume areas as they have
large cannisters for beans, hot chocolate,
sugar and fresh milk etc.
All ingredients locked away in the machine
and cleaner table counters
One touch milk containing espresso drinks
in a commercial machine suitable for
Payment systems or card readers easily
added for control
Cons:
More attention to hygiene needed as fresh
milk in the system

Coffee vending machines that use powdered milk: these machines have an
extra cannister for powdered milk that is mixed with water and added to the coffee
drinks. They usually have other cannisters for hot chocolate, sugar etc.

Pros:
Good for higher volume areas as they have l
arge cannisters for beans, hot chocolate,
sugar etc.
Powdered milk does not require daily
replacement or extensive system cleaning
All ingredients are locked away in the
machine and cleaner table counters
Payment systems or card readers easily
added for control
Cons:
Powdered milk may not taste the same as
fresh milk

So, what machine do you need?
For
domestic
use
filter coffee machines are the
cheapest coffee machines and
easy to use, but if your budget
allows,
we
recommend
a
compact
automatic
espresso
coffee machine over a capsule
machine due to the cost of
capsules.
Yes,
the
capsule
machine itself is cheaper, but
after about a year of typical
household use of a capsule
machine (at R8-00 a capsule),
you’ll have covered the additional
cost of an automatic espresso
coffee machine by the R6-30
saving per cup (beans will cost
R1-70 a cup).

For
commercial
use
we recommend filter coffee where
bean coffee is preferred but costs are a
consideration (this is the cheapest bean
coffee option) and a powdered milk
based vending machine where issues
such as drink choice, cleanliness of
pause areas and portion control are
required (all ingredients can be locked
inside the machine). If your budget can
stretch to a fresh milk coffee vending
machine and you are prepared to run
the automatic milk clean cycle once a
day, go that route for coffee shop
quality beverages that include a range
of coffees and hot chocolate or
flavoured coffee drinks.

Consideration 3
Different ways to get your coffee machine
– buy, rent or lease?
Most coffee machine providers offer different ways for you to get your coffee
machine. Essentially you can buy, rent or finance lease your machine… but each has
pros and cons!

Buying your coffee machine

Pros:
It’s yours!
No additional interest or finance charges
Cons:
Upfront payment can impact cashflow and
affordability
Maintenance is not included (typically a
1-year warranty is included)
Machine can be discontinued leaving
service gap

Renting your coffee machine

Pros:
Monthly payment reduces cashflow ad
affordability impact
Can be tax deductible as business expense
Typically comes with maintenance or
service agreement in rental price
Cons:
Costs more over time than straight purchase
You may have to purchase all consumables
from rental company as part of free
maintenance/service agreement with rental
Machine will never belong to you

Leasing your coffee machine

Pros:
Monthly payment reduces cashflow ad affordability impact
Can be tax deductible as business expense
Free to choose your consumable provider
Cons:
Costs more over time than straight purchase
Maintenance and service agreement usually not included in
agreement
Machine may never belong to you as at end of lease it is returned
to finance house

Where does that leave you? Probably a little confused!
We find most domestic users buy
their coffee machines and most
businesses rent their coffee
machines. The reasons are simple…
home buyers are spending their
own after-tax money, buying
smaller and more easily maintained
machines, and want to keep their
purchase.
Businesses on the other hand can
get tax breaks from renting or
leasing coffee machines, place
higher demands on the machines
and want piece of mind that what
they are getting, will be maintained.
Businesses want to focus on their
core business and not have to worry
about their coffee machines!

Consideration 4
Who will you trust to deliver on their promises?
Buying or signing a rental or lease agreement is the easy part… ensuring that you
get what you were looking for and that the coffee machine is supported, is the hard
part!

Retail Stores

Pros:
Physical presence – go see and play with the
demo stock
May offer reputation value if well-known
brand
Volume buying may lead to competitive
pricing
Cons:
Often not specialists in coffee machines –
advice may be limited, or store focused
Range will usually be limited to domestic
machines
Will only offer purchases and typically a
1-year warranty
Servicing usually requires return of
machine and you will have to install
machine yourself

Online Stores

Pros:
Usually cheaper as lower overheads without
physical store
May offer wide range of brands
Cons:
Often not specialists in coffee machines
Limited access to see and play with
machine prior to purchase
Will only offer purchases and typically a
1-year warranty
Servicing usually requires return of
machine and you will have to install
machine yourself

Who do you

buy from?

Coffee Machine Companies

Pros:
Specialised to provide advice on options
Usually offer purchase, rental and lease options
Usually offer on-site servicing
Usually offer on-site training and installation
Cons:
May not be well known or have a reputation
May not deliver on promises
May not be in business long enough to cover services during your
machine life

We believe stores and online retailers are great for domestic machine purchases,
but anything else belongs in the domain of a reputable company that focuses on
supplying and maintaining coffee machines. Your options can then move past
only purchasing to include renting or leasing… and each has its place in a
business environment.

So, if you are a business, how do you choose your supplier?

We

Suggest

1. Choose a company that has been in business for over
10 years. If they have made it that far, they likely have
been adding value and keeping customers.
2. Choose a company that has well known clients
because those clients are likely to be demanding and
to get machines and service that adds value to their
business. They have buying power and lawyers to deal
with non-delivery… so their suppliers probably deliver!
3. Choose a company that is responsive. When you call
or email, do they get back to you quickly? Do they
sound professional? If they start on a bad footing
when you enquire, imagine what you’ll get after you
have parted with your money!

Consideration 5
The basis for making the decision
Once you have decided what kind of machine you are looking for, and whether you
really want to buy, rent or lease a machine, look around for a company that can offer
you machines on your usage terms. Look at their credentials and put give them a
“responsiveness test” – no response within a few hours to your email… find another
company.
Then look closely at the costs. How does the pricing work – every supplier has a
different approach – especially on rentals. So, it can make decision making very
difficult.

Secret

Here’s the

For example, Supplier 1, offers a R690/month machine rental with a requirement to
buy consumables as required and Supplier 2 offers a R2600/month option for the
same machine with monthly delivery of consumables to make 1000 cups of coffee.
Which would be the better deal?

Compare by calculating what the actual
“cost-per-cup” of coffee or hot chocolate is. Say
you get the consumable price list from Supplier 1,
and you ask Supplier 1 how much coffee, milk
powder and sugar go into a cup of coffee. With
that information, you can calculate just how
much it will cost to make 1000 cups. If Supplier 1
would sell those ingredients for R1670, that would
make their offering R690 + R1670 = R2360… or
R2.36 per cup versus Supplier 2 who would come
in at R2.60 per cup.

So, ask for the consumable price list… do the math and don’t simply accept a
“package deal” approach. By the way, just ask the supplier to save you the hassle of
that calculation and supply you directly with the cost per cup pricing… if they have
nothing to hide it will be readily available information!
Look also at what the price includes. Does the price include delivery, set up and
training? Does it include free call outs and if not, what does a call out cost. These are
after all machines that have every engineer’s worst nightmares – heat, water,
electricity, pressure, moving parts and dust in one machine… they will break!
Ask for a demo to see the machine in action – make sure it is what you want in terms
of capability… AND … make sure what you are tasting is what makes you happy! Not
all machines are created equal… they have different grinder types, different mixing
protocols and different noise levels… they come in different sizes and have different
numbers of canisters and drink options. Test it out first! You need to see, hear, touch,
taste and smell the coffee! It’s your right… life is too short for bad coffee! What we tell
our customers is we don’t want a 24 or 36-month contract with them that is in effect
a 24 or 36-month divorce process!
Good luck as you journey forth in acquiring your coffee machine and the wonders
it will provide!
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